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New Propane Customers 

Thank you for the opportunity to be your propane supplier. 

Below is a list that will help insure uninterrupted delivery for your propane. 

SUPPLEMENTAL HEAT USE. For supplemental heat and will call customers, please call in to receive a delivery  when the 

Customer signature Date 

gauge reads 20% remaining.  If a tank runs out, it is a code requirement, as well as a good safety practice that a 
pressure check be performed which requires that someone is home to allow us in to perform the check.  Out-of-gas 
calls for a single appliance is $59.00, and for multiple appliances is $69.00. 

The delivery slip will also be your invoice and you may pay from it.  Terms for propane are net due within 10 days of 
delivery.  Monthly statements are mailed for past due balances only. 

Tank Lease 
Minimum usage   If minimum gallonage is delivered annually, there is no tank fee. 
50 gallon tanks   Minimum usage 75 gallons/ year.    Annual fee for less than 75 gallons $50.00 
100 gallon tanks Minimum usage 150 gallons/ year.  Annual fee for less than 150 gallons $50.00 
Tanks removed at customers’ request prior to the 1st year anniversary will not receive credit for any remaining propane. 

The price of propane is based on your annual consumption.  The price is based on a set range of gallons. The retail price 
of propane can fluctuate throughout the year, and the billing price will be the prevailing price on the day of delivery.  

New installations will be billed at the price of propane on the day of installation. 

There is an initial TANK INSTALLATION charge of $95.00.  This charge includes setting a tank, hooking up to a previously 
existing line, leak-checking the complete system. Line installation or additional work can be done at an additional cost.  

Ground settling-Since the condition of the ground is unpredictable, if a tank becomes out of level due to ground 

conditions, we will return to relevel. A service charge is applicable. 

TANK IS NOT TO BE MOVED/DISCONNECTED BY ANYONE OTHER THAN McCLEARY OIL COMPANY.
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We greatly appreciate your business.
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